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IMPORTANT

The warning signs (and meanings) shown below, are used throughout these instructions and are intended to
ensure your safety while carrying out installation, operation and maintenance procedures. Please read these
instructions fully before proceeding.
Caution, risk of electric shock.

Caution, risk of danger.

Caution, hot surface.

Earth (ground) terminal.

Protective conductor terminal
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1. System Description

NOTE: Throughout this technical manual references are made to CO, NO & Visibility channels. For instruments
with CO & Visibility channels only all references to NO should be ignored.
Similarly, the Air Flow Monitor (AFM) is described separately in another manual depending upon the type.
Reference to the Air Flow Monitor (AFM) is included here for system clarification only.
1.1. The Tunnel Tech 200 Series Concept
Tunnel Tech 200 Series is an all-new tunnel atmosphere monitoring system designed exclusively for road tunnel
applications. It offers a family of monitors that provide all the essential measurements necessary to monitor a
tunnel atmosphere for:
-

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Nitric Oxide (NO)
Visibility
Air Flow and Direction

This is achieved by using a modular design concept so that the users’ precise monitoring requirements can be
satisfied with a minimum number of components, minimum tunnel cabling and minimum installation costs. It also
offers a variety of data outputs to enable simple acquisition of data. Operating costs are held to an absolute
minimum with sensor designs that have only a maximum of one moving component and routine maintenance is
limited to the cleaning of optical lenses twice a year.
Tunnel Tech 200 Series is a group of tunnel atmosphere monitoring instruments that operate independently and
whose output is generated as a 4-20mA analogue signal – see Figure 1. This range of products is unique in that
communication for set-up and diagnostic purposes is via an RS485 interface between the instrument and a pc
running Tunnel Tech software.

Figure 1 : Tunnel Tech 200 Series – network
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The monitoring stations, Figure 2, provide all required measurements and outputs at each monitoring location
within the tunnel.

Figure 2 : Tunnel Tech 200 Series - Monitoring Station
1.2. CO, NO and Visibility Air Quality Monitor
The Air Quality Monitor (AQM), shown in Figure 3, uses both infrared and visible light channels to measure
visibility, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide in a single compact instrument. The AQM consists of a transceiver
that projects visible and infrared beams to a reflector unit mounted 3m away. The reflected light is received by
the transceiver and the specific absorption is measured to determine the visibility dimming coefficient and
carbon monoxide/nitric oxide concentrations within the path of the beam.
A high-powered modulated LED is used for the visible light source while a high-lifetime infrared thermal source
provides broad band infrared energy.
Optical visibility is measured by a silicon photo-detector that determines the attenuation of the light beam, along
the instrument sight path, due to the particulates in the tunnel atmosphere.
The infrared absorption due to CO and NO is measured using gas cell correlation technology. Sealed cells
containing CO and NO are swept through the detector field of view once per second using a continuously
rotating stepper motor. Measurements obtained with and without the presence of these sealed cells enables the
absorption due to CO and NO in the instrument sight path to be determined. From this, a measurement of
atmosphere concentration in ppm is obtained.
A serial data link via an RS485 interface allows communication directly with the AQM sensors.
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Figure 3 : Tunnel Tech 200 Series – CO/NO/Vis air quality monitor
1.3. Power Supply Unit (PSU)
The PSU is required to convert the mains (90-263V AC) supply to the 12V or 24V DC required to power the
AQM.

mains input
connections

24V DC

12V DC

DC outputs

DC outputs

Figure 4 : Tunnel Tech 200 Series - power supply units 12V DC & 24V DC
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2.

Principles of Operation

2.1.

Air Quality Monitor (AQM)

2.1.1.

Visibility Measurement

2.1.1.1.Transmissometry Principles
Visibility Dimming Coefficient (abbreviated to Dim K or Vis K)
Fine particles suspended in the atmosphere will scatter a beam of light so that the intensity of the beam reduces
as it passes through the air. This reduction in visibility is directly proportional to the concentration of suspended
dust particles.
The intensity of a beam of light follows the Lambert Beer law:
I = Ioe -KL
where K is a parameter known as the visibility coefficient and is proportional to the concentration of the
suspended particles and L is the path length of the beam.
I/Io is the ratio of the measured beam intensity and that of the initial intensity Io and is known as the
transmissivity (T) of the system:
T = e -KL
Thus visibility coefficient :
K=
where L =

1 . loge 1
L
T
6m & T is the measured transmissivity.

A visibility sensor measures the transmissivity of a light beam from a source of known brightness over a fixed
path length to enable a value of the visibility coefficient to be deduced. The units of measurement for this
coefficient are m-1 and the typical span range would be 0 - 0.015m-1 or 0 -15(km)-1.
Visibility
An alternative method of presenting this data is in the form of meteorological visibility. This is defined as the
distance over which the intensity of transmitted light falls to 5% of its initial value. It represents the distance over
which a person can see in a hazy or dusty environment.
thus T = 0.05

In this case,

I = 0.05 x Io

and since

K=

1 . loge 1
L
T

visibility

L=

1 loge 20
K

=

2.99
K

Thus, for a K value of 0.003, the visibility in metres is 2.99/0.003 = 1000m.
Both K factor and visibility are calculated by the sensor and are available for output.
2.1.1.2. Measurement Elements
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The visibility channel produces a beam of light from a pulsed LED focused by a lens to a retro-reflector mounted
some 3m away. An internal detector monitors the brightness of the emitted pulses of light. The reflected beam is
gathered by a second lens and focussed onto a receiving detector. The ratio of signals from the two detectors
provides the measurement of transmissivity.
2.1.1.3. LED Control
Operation of the emitting LED is controlled by the on-board processor. Four times a second a series of pulses is
applied to the LED. Each pulse is less than 100µsec in duration and the pulse stream consists of 96 pulses.
These very brief duration pulses enable the instrument to operate without interference from other light sources
within the tunnel.
2.1.1.4. Detector Element
Two silicon detectors are utilised one to measure the initial brightness of the emitted light (Vis Tx), the other to
measure the intensity of the received light (Vis Rx) after transmission to and reflection from the retro-reflector
unit.
The processor takes a series of measurements immediately prior to 'pulsing' the emitter LED in order to monitor
the inherent background levels of light intensity. Then a series of measurements is made while the LED is
illuminated and again after the LED is switched to check that the background levels haven’t changed. The high
frequency at which this occurs provides the device with extremely high immunity from the effects of background
lighting.
2.1.1.5. Diagnostic Data
Measurements of transmissivity and opacity are calculated from the two detector measurements. First the
detector measurements are smoothed to improve signal to noise and calculations made as follows:
Transmissivity = (Set Cal Vis) Vis Rx/Vis Tx
Set Cal Vis is the calibration constant for the measurement of transmissivity.
opacity

= 100 – transmissivity %

Opacity is a direct reading of the attenuation of light. Zero opacity equates to a totally clean light path and 100%
to total light attenuation.
In order to be able to resolve to a precision of 0.01%, opacity is redefined as:
opacity = 10000 – (Set Cal Vis) Vis Rx/Vis Tx
and to ensure a ‘live’ zero the opacity measurement is given an off-set of 2000. Thus:
opacity = 12000 – (Set Cal Vis) Vis Rx/Vis Tx
2.1.1.6. Calibration
It is normal for these instruments to be calibrated during a tunnel closure when it is expected that the opacity will
be zero. The instrument can be calibrated by selecting a calibrate mode where, instead of calculating opacity
using a fixed calibration factor, the instrument assumes an opacity value of zero and calculates the calibration
factor required.
Set Cal Vis = 10000 x Vis Tx/Vis Rx
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2.1.1.7. Auto Zero

The measurement of opacity is dependent upon the optical surfaces of the instrument remaining clean. If the
surfaces of the instrument lenses or the retro-reflector become contaminated it will reduce the intensity of the
received light and increase the opacity measured value. Over a period of time, it is normal to observe a slow
build-up of optical contamination resulting in a steady increase in the measured opacity value. This appears as a
persistent positive output drift.
There are two cures for this problem. One is to clean the optical surfaces on a regular basis. However, in a road
tunnel regular access is not usually possible without a tunnel closure.
The second method is to automatically compensate for such a build-up of contamination. The technique used by
Tunnel Tech relies on the assumption that there will always be periods of low real opacity during the course of
the day. These periods usually occur at night when traffic loading is low. These periods provide a reference
condition for the measurement.
During normal operation, the effect of contamination is to slowly increase the measured value of opacity. To
compensate for this the instrument is programmed to slowly reduce its measured value of opacity at a rate
faster than that at which contamination would increase.
Over a period of time, this will result in the instrument reading slightly low. However, during the periods of zero
opacity, this effect would cause the instrument to be displaying a negative opacity. Since negative opacity is an
impossible value the negative offset can be quickly rectified and the calibration corrected.
In this way periods of zero opacity, whenever they occur, are utilised to correct the calibration of the
measurement allowing long periods of operation without maintenance and the cleaning of optical lenses.
2.1.2. CO & NO Measurement
2.1.2.1. Measurement Principles
CO and NO are both gases that absorb infrared energy. Both spectra have the typical characteristics of a
diatomic gas. They comprise a number of fine absorption bands. The CO spectrum is centred around a
wavelength of 4.7µm, the NO at 5.3µm.
This type of spectrum allows the principle of gas cell correlation to be employed in the spectrographic analysis
to determine the concentration of gas present.
If a sample of a high concentration of gas, say CO, is inserted into an infrared beam, the fine absorption bands
in the CO spectrum, will reach a saturation point where they are capable of absorbing all the energy in the beam
corresponding to those wavelengths. The presence of further amounts of gas will not result in any further
absorption and thus attenuation of the infrared beam, whereas without the high concentration sample, even
small amounts of CO would produce an attenuation of the beam.
By taking a ratio of measurements of the attenuation of an infrared beam with and without a high concentration
sample of the gas being measured a function can be derived which is dependent solely upon the concentration
of the gas to be measured.
Because the technique uses a sample of the gas itself as a highly specific filter, the measurement has extremely
high immunity to other interfering gases.
2.1.2.2. Measurement Elements
An infrared beam is generated from a small infrared source. Radiation from this source is focussed by a lens
onto the retro-reflector. The reflected energy is received and focussed by a second lens onto a highly sensitive
infrared detector. Immediately in front of the detector is a wheel containing four sets of filters, two for CO and
two for NO. On one of each of the pairs of filters sits a sealed gas cell containing 100% pure CO for the CO
channel and 100% pure NO for the NO channel. The wheel is rotated by a stepper motor at a constant speed of
1Hz, under the control of a supervisory processor.
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As each of the four channels sweeps across the infrared beam the processor digitises the detector output to
produce four detector signals, D(CO) measurement, D(CO) reference, D(NO) measurement and D(NO)
reference. These values are used to compute parameters Y(CO) and Y(NO) that are unique functions of CO
and NO respectively.
2.1.2.3. Detector Operation
The detector is a two-stage Peltier-cooled lead selenide element. Lead selenide has a very high sensitivity to
infrared energy. However, in order to obtain the necessary response the element must be cooled to a
temperature of approximately -20oC. This is achieved by the encapsulated thermoelectric Peltier cooler. The
detector element temperature is monitored by an integral thermistor.
The thermistor resistance is monitored by the supervisory processor and is used to control the current, and
hence the power, applied to the Peltier cooler to achieve a stable detector temperature at around -20oC.
The detector itself is a photo-conductive device. A series of pre-amplifiers mounted within a shielded metal
enclosure ensures a stable, fast response output suitable for digitisation by the processor.
2.1.2.4. Stepper Motor Control
The supervisory processor develops a frequency signal which is used to drive the stepper motor. Accurate
timing of this signal ensures that the gas cell wheel operates at exactly 1Hz. By counting the pulses in the
frequency drive to the motor the processor knows exactly when to digitise output in order to obtain the signals
necessary for the calculation of CO and NO concentrations.
Once every revolution, a small pin on the gas wheel interrupts an optical switch to act as a reference point for
the processor to begin counting pulses for the next revolution of the wheel.
2.1.2.5. Integration of CO/NO & Vis Measurements
The supervisory processor system operates the CO/NO and visibility channels to ensure that data from all
channels is obtained systematically and consistently. All measurements are timed with reference to the gas cell
wheel of the CO/NO system rotating at 1Hz.
The four detector measurements corresponding to the four sets of filters and gas cells in the wheel are digitised
by the processor.
In between these four sets of 'digitisation', the measurement of visibility is made. There are thus four periods in
each second in which the visibility transmission LED emits its train of 100µsec pulses. These pulses are too
rapid to differentiate by eye so that the LED appears simply to flash at a rate of four times per second.
2.1.2.6. Diagnostic Data
Each second detector values DCO (measured), DCO (reference), DNO (measured) and DNO (reference), are
measured and smoothed to maximise signal to noise ratio. From the smoothed values the following parameters
are calculated:
YCO = 90000 – SCCO . DCO measured/DCO reference
YNO = 90000 – SCNO . DNO measured/DNO reference
where SCCO and SCNO are zero calibration constants and,
to ensure a ‘live’ zero the y value has a 10000 offset.
These parameters are unique functions of CO & NO from which the processor computes the concentration
levels of CO & NO in ppm in the measurement path.
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2.1.2.7. Calibration

Open path measurement devices can only be sensibly calibrated when the pollutant levels in the tunnel are at
zero. This usually occurs during a tunnel shut down.
The instrument can be switched in to a calibration mode instead of the normal measurement mode. When this
occurs, instead of computing a Y value using the current calibration coefficient, the Y value is set to zero on the
assumption that the pollution levels are zero and the formula :
SC

=

8000 . D reference
D measured

is used to calculate the calibration constant SC.
On switching back to measurement mode the value of SC computed, defined by the last calibration, and used in
the computation of future ‘Y’ values.
2.1.2.8. Auto Zero
Over a period of time, the output of all analysers will drift until a new calibration is made. In an open path tunnel
monitor a calibration can only be done during a tunnel shut down unless a method of automatically adjusting
and compensating for any drift is adopted.
The Tunnel Tech 200 Series system operates such an auto-zero technique. It relies upon the assumption that
there will be periods during tunnel operation when the pollutant levels in the tunnel are zero. This very often
occurs during the night when traffic conditions are light. The drifts that occur in an analyser can be either
positive or negative. Assume first a positive drift. The Tunnel Tech 200 Series system is configured so that its
output reduces slowly and evenly with time.
The rate of reduction is adjustable. The aim is to make the rate of reduction greater than the positive drift of the
analyser so that over a long period of time the analyser will display a negative error.
When the pollutant levels in the tunnel reduce to zero, it will leave the analyser displaying a negative output. The
analyser is programmed to readjust its calibration if a negative output is detected, thus effectively using every
period of zero pollutant to reset the calibration of the device.
The rate of decay of output is adjustable from 1ppm per day. The absolute errors introduced by this technique
are held within the overall specified accuracy of the instrument provided that zero pollutant conditions occur
reasonably frequently e.g. once per day.
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3. Specifications
3.1. General
Construction
-

corrosion resistant epoxy coated aluminium housings sealed to IP66 (AQM & PSU)

Electro-magnetic immunity
-

shielded to comply with 73/23/EEC - low voltage and 89/336/EEC-EMC

Ambient temperature
-

-20oC to +50oC

3.2.Power Supply Unit (PSU)
Outputs
-

12V or 24V DC fused
maximum current output must not exceed 5A (60W)

-

90 to 264V AC, 47/63Hz, 100VA max.

Power

Dimensions
-

230mm x 200mm x 110mm

3.3. Air Quality Monitor
Monitoring channels
-

up to 3 channels for CO, NO and visibility

Measurement path
-

3m (6m folded beam)

Measuring range (standard)
-

Visibility: 0-0.015 m-1
CO: 0 - 300ppm *other ranges available on request
NO: 0 - 30ppm
Other ranges selectable on setup

Averaging time
-

1 to 12 minutes

Accuracy
-

Visibility - ±0.0002 m-1
CO - ±1ppm
NO - ±2ppm
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Power
-

12V or 24V DC, 24VA (obtained from PSU)

Communications
Serial RS485 interface via plug and socket for diagnostics
Outputs
-
-

analogue - 3 x 4-20mA, 200V Common
max. load 500
logic - 3 x volt-free contacts SPCO, 0.5A @ 125V AC,2A @ 30V DC, 0.5A @ 100V DC
Optional Modbus protocol serial communications (must be specified at the time of order).

Dimensions
-

Ø150mm x 260mm

3.4. RS485 Interface
Power
-

5V, 30mA obtained from AQM

PC Communications
-

RS485 via 9-way ‘D’ connector

AQM Communication
Note:

TTL levels
connection via 4-way plug and socket
isolated

The AQM PCBs are equipped with built-in RS485 communications facilities for use during
commissioning. This facility may further be used after commissioning for communication to integrate the
AQM using MODBUS protocol – fuller details are contained in Appendix A.
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4. Installation

Be sure to observe all necessary safety precautions at all times during installation.
All cable gland entry holes are drilled and tapped M20 x 1.5 and are fitted with blanking plugs.
Cable glands are to be supplied by the customer according to the cables used during
installation.
4.1.Mounting Details
After unpacking the equipment check, using the packing list provided, that all items are present. The Air Quality
Monitor (AQM) is carried on a fabricated mounting bracket (if supplied)
4.1.1.Air Quality Monitor (AQM)
The AQM comprises a transceiver and reflector unit. Secure the AQM to the tunnel wall by the mounting
brackets supplied using 4 x M8 bolts (customer supply) such that the transceiver and reflector are approximately
3m apart. The transceiver and reflector should be mounted horizontally and arranged as illustrated in Figure 5.

Clean air tubes are supplied and
should be bolted onto the
mounting brackets using the 3 x
M6 bolts provided.

Figure 5 : AQM – mounting holes
4.1.2.Power Supply Unit (PSU)
Mount the PSU to the tunnel wall again using 4 x M6 bolts (customer supply). Mounting hole details are shown
in the illustration Figure 6.

Figure 6 : PSU – arrangement
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4.2. Connections
Wiring should only be undertaken by a qualified technician.

The following electrical schematic illustrates the connections for the Tunnel Tech 200 Series system.
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Figure 7 : Electrical Schematic
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4.3. Alignment of AQM Sensor

The AQM transceiver and reflector units should be mounted horizontally and should be properly aligned for
optimum performance.
Initial alignment may be carried out by temporarily removing (but still supporting) the body of the transceiver
from its mounting bracket. Both transceiver and reflector units are equipped with universal adjustment features
at the bottom of their respective mounting brackets.
Once the transceiver has been removed the end of the hollow clean air tube is exposed and by looking along
the clean air tube, it should be possible to see the mirror at the far end of the reflector unit.
While observing the reflection in the mirror adjust one or both units, using the universal adjustment feature and a
suitable spanner, until the ‘circles’, formed by the inside and outside of both clean air tubes, are concentric.
When completed re-fit the transceiver body.
Final alignment is carried out from within the application software by adjusting the units until the maximum signal
is obtained.
4.4. Set Sensor Addresses
4.4.1. AQM
Remove the rear cover of the AQM sensor. The cover will remain attached to the body by an integral earth
strap. Check the address code on the rotary switch on the microprocessor PCB (Figure 8) – the default
address is 1 and should not be changed. Refit the rear cover to the body.

address
switch

Figure 8 : AQM - address switch
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4.4.2. Serial RS485 Commissioning Interface

The serial RS485 interface, shown below, is used as a temporary connection with the AQM during
commissioning and for diagnostic communications.

Optional Extra
Diagnostic & Commissioning tool
Illustrated is the serial USB-RS485 interface
(complete with pc software drivers & cable)
supplied by CODEL for temporary connection
to the AQM during commissioning and
diagnostic communications.

Figure 9 : Serial RS485 Interface
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5. Commissioning
5.1. Power Up

After checking all the cable connections against the connection schedule, switch on the mains power.
5.1.1. Communications with Sensors
Run TunnelCraft 3 Selector on a pc and select the required comms port.
Select the sensor address (default 1) and type in the boxes. Now, select ‘Read’ to view output data from one of
the sensors. A valid response will be indicated by a green LED and data should appear on the pc. If a red LED
is returned, try again before checking the pc comms port and address switches etc.
5.2. AQM
5.2.1.Communications
Using TunnelCraft 3 Selector, select the AQM sensor and address number and read 32 bytes of data from 7F00
master (refer to Section 7.3. for full details of Tunnel Tech software operation).
A response should be indicated by a data string being entered in the display window. This indicates that the
AQM processors are running and that the communications are operating correctly.
5.2.2. Thermistor Control
Select AQM on the Tunnel Tech display and select Thermistor Control, Read data. The screen display should
be as shown below with auto control ON, and cooler current approximately 350mA. The cooler value should
stabilise around 3000 Hex.
5.2.3.Alignment
Final alignment is achieved by adjusting the sensor head and reflector to obtain maximum values of the CO
detector signal. Using the Tunnel Tech software ‘alignment’ routine simplifies this task. Note that the instrument
should have had at least 1 hour to achieve stable operating conditions.
See also Sections 4.3. Alignment of AQM Sensor and 7.4.3.3 Alignment.
5.2.4. Gain Adjustment
Adjust the gain only if confident that the alignment is optimised. Once again, note that the instrument should
have had at least 1 hour to achieve stable operating conditions.
See also Section 7.4.3.4 Detector Levels
5.2.5. Detector levels
It is normal for CO & NO measured values, both instantaneous and smoothed, to be in the range 20,000 to
26,000 when viewed in the detector level display window. It is important that all the 'Saturation' indicators are
green. A red indicator shows a saturation condition implying that the gain of that channel is too high. Visibility
signals should be between 12000 & 16000.
See also Section 7.4.3.4 Detector Levels.
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5.2.6. Calibration CO/NO/Vis

Provided that the thermistor and detector data are correct, the sensor may be calibrated from the 'Calibration
Data' window of the Tunnel Tech software. Calibration mode is selected by setting 'Calibrate' to 'ON' and
clicking on the 'Apply' button. The calibration will remain on until actively switched OFF by set 'Calibrate' to 'OFF'
and clicking the 'Apply' button. It is normal to allow at least 20 minutes for correct calibration.
Note : After a power interruption, the sensor will automatically switch to calibrate mode on power-up for 240
minutes. After a 10-second interruption of the optical beam, e.g. after covering the sight tubes for a tunnel wash,
the sensor will switch to calibrate for 20 minutes.
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6. Maintenance

The Tunnel Tech 200 Series system is designed for low maintenance. The sensors utilise the latest
microprocessor technology and have only one moving component, a slowly rotating stepper motor within the
AQM sensor. This motor has a life expectancy of over 5 years continuous operation and requires no routine
maintenance within that period. The AQM sensor uses an infrared source that has a life expectancy of over 3
years.
6.1.Routine Maintenance
6.1.1. AQM
Every 6 months - clean the optical surfaces of the AQM sensor and the reflector unit.
Access to the lenses is obtained by removing the sight tube on the front of the sensor mounting bracket; this is
done by removing the retaining bolts securing the tube to the flange. Removal of the tube reveals the two
lenses. Clean the lenses with a soft dry cloth and replace the sight tube. There should be no need to re-align
the sensor.
Access to the reflector is gained by removing the sight tube on the front of the reflector mounting bracket. This is
done by removing the retaining bolts securing the tube to the flange to reveal the mirror on the inside of the
cover plate. Clean the mirror with a soft dry cloth and replace the sight tube. There should be no need to realign the reflector.
Optional
Insert the flow through cell in the check cell holder on the mirror assemblies of the analyser and purge with
Nitrogen, allow 10 minutes to settle.
Note: ensure nitrogen flow rate is no greater than 1 l/min or 15psi through a 0.2mm flow restrictor.
6.1.2. PSU
There is no routine maintenance required.
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7. Data Communication
7.1.Hardware Configuration
7.1.1.System

The PSU supplies power to the AQM. The current and relay outputs of the AQM communicate measurement
data to the tunnels' DCS system.

Figure 10 : Tunnel Tech 200 Series - system configuration
7.1.2. Processor Architecture
Figure 11 shows the system processor architecture.

Figure 11 : System Processor Architecture
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Each sensor possesses two processors organised as a master/slave pair. In each case, the master processor
handles all communications to and from the device, while the slave processor concentrates on the
measurement of the parameters necessary for the monitoring process. This enables all sensor processing to be
made without interruption by external communications.
7.2. Address Numbers
Because communications between the interface and the sensor is serial digital, it is necessary for each sensor
to be allocated an address number – the default address is 1 and should not be changed.
7.3. Tunnel Tech Software
Communication to a monitor station is accomplished using a laptop computer connected via the RS485 port.
This software enables all system data and controls to be accessed from the laptop. It has the ability to log data,
graph data, assemble data files and graph data to the computer screen.
7.3.1. Tunnel Tech Start-Up
To start up the system, connect the computers' RS485 port to the interface using the connection lead provided.
Any one of COM ports 1, 2, 3 or 4 on the computer may be used. Switch on the computer and double-click on
the ‘TunnelCraft 3 icon in the Windows® desktop.
A screen depicted below, is displayed. This screen contains a number of features that are fundamental to the
software operation and are repeated in many other display screens.
7.3.2.General Screen Characteristics
7.3.2.1.Screen Layout
The screen is split in to two main windows. The left-hand window is the data access window and contains all the
controls necessary for accessing data from any processor in the system. The right-hand window is the data file
window used for displaying, graphing and printing data received from the system.
sensor
selector

data file
selector

address
selection

comms.
valid
indicator
read data
control

data
window

report generator
data access window
auto read start/stop control
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7.3.2.2.Communication Port Selection

At the top centre of the screen is an indicator and selector that enables the correct computer communication
port to be selected. The correct comms port selection is signified by a green indicator; a red indicator signifies
incorrect selection.
comms.
port
selection
source
selection

7.3.2.3.Sensor Selection
Data can be accessed from any AQM. The sensor type can be selected by clicking on the Sensor window from
which will appear a drop-down menu, enabling selection of CO/NO/Vis or Flow to be made.
7.3.2.4.Address Selection
Having determined the sensor type to be accessed, it is necessary to select the correct address code (default 1)
for the device in the address window at the top of the screen.
7.3.2.5.Source Selection
Select ‘Direct’ for RS485 communication.
7.3.2.6.Data Access Controls
Data File Selection
The yellow window immediately below the sensor selection window enables the type of data file required to be
selected. The pull-down list of data files varies according to the device being communicated with.
Data File Capture
Data files can be accessed in two ways; a single data file read and capture or an automatic repetitive read with
a selectable refresh rate with the option of data logging.
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Single Read of Data File

Simply clicking on the ‘Read’ button will access the required data file. The ‘Valid Comms’ indicator will turn
green if the data transmission is successful. A red indicator means that data transmission corruption has
occurred and the ‘Read’ button should be clicked again to repeat the process. If ‘Enable Capture’ is selected,
that file will be stored in the file identified by the window labelled ‘Single’ in a directory labelled ‘Dtx’. The
directory may be opened by clicking on the file icon at the right-hand side of the file name window and
alternative files created or selected.
Clicking on the ‘Read’ button will access the required data and store it to the file named.
Auto Read
First select the ‘Update Rate’ in seconds by clicking on the up/down arrows. Clicking on the ‘Start’ button will
produce an automatic repetitive refresh of the data required at the update rate selected.
Selecting the ‘Enable Logging’ function will cause that data to be stored in the file identified below the ‘Enable
Logging’ switch.
The file number can be changed by using the up/down buttons. When the ‘Found’ indicator shows green the
selected file already contains data. That file can then be either appended to or over written by the new data by
selecting the appropriate function. A blank ‘Found’ indicator signifies selection of a new unused file.
Report
Set-up and configuration data can be saved by means of the 'Enable Capture' single save mode. Such data is
saved as individual files in a directory labelled DTX.
By clicking on the 'Report' button, a report or test certificate can be generated. This is done by clicking on the
DTX files required from the left-hand window of the report page. The selected file name will then appear in the
right-hand window file list. When all the files have been selected clicking on the 'Execute' button will compile and
display the report as Windows® Notepad text.

7.3.2.7.Data Display Controls
Current time and date is displayed at the top right-hand corner of the screen. Immediately below that is a row of
five buttons. The two on the right enable a full data screen to be printed; the three left-hand buttons determine
select data display functions.
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Print Controls

Clicking on ‘Set’ enables the correct printer settings to be selected depending on what printer drivers have been
installed on the computer.
‘Print’ sends a current screen dump to the printer.
Data Display Functions
‘Monitor’ enables the received data file and checksums to be displayed in the data window. Three switches
‘Enable’, ‘Show Bytes’ and ‘Auto Clear’ control the presentation of data in the window. ‘Clear Log’ clears the
display window.
‘Graph’ enables stored data files to be presented in a graphical format. To draw a graph a data file must be
selected. Data is filed according to the source it came from. The source is selected by clicking on the top one of
three source indicators. This selects CO or Vis or Flow. The centre indicator allows a specific data type to be
selected and bottom indicator a specific parameter within that data type. Having identified the parameter to
graph the specific file required must be selected by scrolling the file number with the up/down arrows. If a file
exists, the ‘Found’ indicator will turn green.
Having selected the specific file click on the button with the red border to compile and plot the graph. The graph
is auto-ranging, the ‘Y’-axis being indicated above the graph. A section of the graph can be magnified by
identifying the section required, clicking, and dragging the cursor. The blue-edged button will redraw the graph.
‘Help’ displays a series of text files to aid operation of that particular display screen. When in the help mode, this
operating manual can be summoned to the screen by clicking on the ‘Manual’ button. The file window enables a
specific section of the manual to be identified and displayed.
7.3.3. Memory Maps
Each processor, master and slave, contains 1k of RAM and 512 bytes of E2 ROM. The E2 ROM is non-volatile
memory used for storing the parameter files that determine the operation of the device. The RAM is used for
storing the live data files from the sensors. All memory registers are accessible to Tunnel Tech software both in
the master and slave processors. Data is read from and sent to these processors in files representing blocks of
memory registers corresponding to the memory maps. For example, the DAC (Digital to Analogue Converter)
calibration data for the analogue outputs is held in a 32-byte file located at 7F60 of the master processor.
7.4. AQM (CO/NO/Vis)
The AQM sensor operates as a stand-alone device. It stores its own calibration and operation data and relies
upon the PSU only for 12V or 24V power. The sensor possesses two processors, a slave for measurement and
a master for communication.
7.4.1. Memory Parameters
Each processor, master and slave, contains 1k of RAM and 512 bytes of E2 ROM. The E2 ROM is non-volatile
memory used for storing the parameter files that determine the operation of the device. The RAM is used for
storing the measured data.
All memory registers are accessible to Tunnel Tech software both in the master and slave processors. Data is
read from and sent to these processors in files representing blocks of memory registers corresponding to the
memory maps.
7.4.2. AQM Data Files
There are six key data files that determine the operation of the AQM, as follows:
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File Name

Location

Bytes

Description

TT AQMm7F00-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F20-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F40-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F60-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F80-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMs7E00-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMs7E20-xxxx.dtx

7F00 master
7F20 master
7F40 master
7F60 master
7F80 master
7E00 slave
7E20 slave

32
32
32
32
48
32
32

smoothing & cal
thermistor control
auto zero config
DAC calibration
Output Config.
gas cell positions
sampling parameters

…… where xxxx is the serial number of the AQM.
TT AQMm7F00-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F20-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F40-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F60-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMm7F80-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMs7E00-xxxx.dtx
TT AQMs7E20-xxxx.dtx

contains the data that sets the smoothing and calibration for the sensor.
contains the information that determines the thermistor control settings for
control of the detector temperature.
contains the data for the auto zero operation.
contains the DAC calibration values for the current outputs.
contains the relay and current output configuration data.
sets the position of the gas cells required for the measurement of CO & NO.
sets the sampling array size (do not adjust).

It is recommended that these factory-set files be downloaded to a pc or laptop to keep a secure copy for future
reference. Section 7.4.3.1. Read, explains the procedure for capturing these files.
The AQM may be reconfigured at any time by modifying these files. The relevant procedures are explained later
in this section.
7.4.3. Data File Selection
Select the data file required from the pull-down selection menu.
7.4.3.1. Read
This display enables data to be read directly in hexadecimal format from either of the two processors, identified
as slave and master in the AQM. To do this, the following must be selected:
-

target destination - master/slave
start address - location of data required
number of bytes (in decimal) required
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7.4.3.2. Send
This display enables data files to be transmitted to the AQM.

The following must be selected:
-

target destination - master/slave

-

the file to be sent can be selected from the file window located above the ‘Send’ button.
Clicking on this window displays the list of available files. Click on the required file and ‘Open’.
The file name will then appear in the window.

-

create/edit file - enables a file to be set up and stored or recalled from memory for transmission
to the head. Clicking on the ‘Create/Edit File’ button produces a file editing window.

An existing file may be re-loaded by clicking on the ‘Load from File’ button of this editing window.
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The required file may be selected from the file listing on the screen by clicking on the file and the ‘Open’ button.
If required, the file may be edited using the previous edit window. When editing is complete, click ‘Save to File’
and ‘Close’.
-

send - data file transmission is enabled by clicking on the 'send' button

7.4.3.3. Alignment
This mode displays the CO channel and the visibility channel detector levels as a number in the range 0-255
decimal. This mode is useful when aligning the sensor and reflector and setting the detector gains. A detector
saturation condition is indicated by the background colour of the numerical display windows turning RED. A
communication error resulting in data corruption will produce a BLUE background. To operate the display select:
-

address of head
mode - single/automatic

When using this mode, the absolute detector levels are not important. This is used as an indicator, simply to
maximise the signals when adjusting the alignment.
Note that the alignment routine is different for the following:
Vis Only
CO/NO/VIS
CO/VIS
The following channel should be used as the lead channel for alignment
Analyser
VIS
CO/NO/VIS
CO/VIS
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7.4.3.4. Detector Levels
The detector levels for the CO, NO and visibility channels are displayed by selecting:
-

address of head
instantaneous/smoothed values
mode - single/automatic
single operates once when the 'Read' button is clicked
automatic operates repeatedly with an 'update rate' set in seconds when the 'Start' button is
clicked (the sequence is stopped by clicking the 'Stop' button)

Typical ranges for detector levels for correct performance are:
-

CO meas
CO ref
NO meas
NO ref
Vis Rx
Vis Tx
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7.4.3.5. Thermistor Control

The lead selenide detector, used for the CO & NO measurements, incorporates a thermistor for sensing and a
Peltier-cooled element for control of the detector temperature. Access the data by:
-

selecting the address of the head
clicking on the 'read' button

Changing the thermistor control parameters from the factory settings will result in unstable NO
& CO measurements. Please consult CODEL before adjusting.
On reading data one of two screens will be displayed depending on whether the automatic control is switched
ON or OFF.
Auto Control ON

The following control parameters can be adjusted :
-

thermistor target value - control temperature set point
proportional gain
integral gain
time constant - control refresh rate (seconds)
Auto Control ON/OFF

The control parameters, once selected, may be set by clicking the 'Apply' button.
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Auto Control OFF

When auto control is OFF the Peltier cooler is fed with a constant current set by the Control DAC value. This
value may be adjusted and set by clicking the 'Apply' button.
CO/NO Measurement
When measuring only CO, it is normal to use the thermistor control on auto at a target value of 1000 hex. When
measuring CO & NO, it is normal to use the thermistor control on auto at a target value of 2000 hex.
7.4.3.6. DAC Calibration
The 0 and 20mA settings of the analogue outputs can be adjusted by entering span and zero values.
This ensures precision of the analogue output. These values are factory set and may be read by clicking on the
'Read' button.
If it is ever necessary to recalibrate any of the analogue outputs, each output channel may be adjusted in turn by
selecting the channel number, adjusting the span and/or zero values and clicking on the 'Send data' button.
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7.4.3.7. Output Configuration

The analogue and relay outputs in the AQM are fully configurable. This display enables the configuration to be
set for the two output channels, each containing one analogue and one logic output.
Select the channel and enter the following data:
Analogue

Logic

-

Absolute data location
0 or 4mA
Data invalid output condition zero
full scale
hold, measure
Averaging value - smooth output data
Span - output span
Zero - output zero

-

Absolute data location
Averaging value - smooth output data
Direction
normal (high for set)
reverse (low for set)
Alarm level
Source - 1 byte or 2 bytes

Each relay output is a single-pole change over contact, from which either a normally closed or normally open
contact can be selected on the terminal board. It is usual for the relay to be configured so that it is energised
under normal operation. A power failure would then cause the relay to de-energise and trigger an alarm
condition. This requires the relay direction to be configured as ‘reverse’ (low for set).
When this data has been satisfactorily selected click on the 'Send data'' button; a successful data file
transmission is depicted by the indicator beside the 'Send data' button turning green.

7.4.3.8. Output
This mode displays Output value data for CO, NO and visibility channels. To activate the display select :
-

address of head
mode - single/automatic
single operates once when the 'Read' button is clicked
automatic operates repeatedly with an 'update rate' set in seconds when the 'Start'
button is clicked (the sequence is stopped by clicking the 'Stop' button)
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7.4.3.8.1. ‘Y’ Values
This mode displays 'Y' value data for CO & NO and visibility channels.

To activate the display select:
-

address of head
instantaneous/smoothed values
mode - single/automatic
single operates once when the 'Read' button is clicked
automatic operates repeatedly with an 'update rate' set in seconds when the 'Start'
button is clicked (the sequence is stopped by clicking the 'Stop' button)

7.4.3.9. Calibration Data
This mode displays Calibration Data for CO, NO and visibility channels. To activate the display select :
-

address of head
instantaneous/smoothed values
mode - single/automatic
single operates once when the 'Read' button is clicked
automatic operates repeatedly with an 'update rate' set in seconds when the 'Start'
button is clicked (the sequence is stopped by clicking the 'Stop' button)
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Calibrate
To calibrate select CALIBRATE 'ON' and click on 'APPLY'. The display should shortly indicate that the
calibration is ON; if not, repeat the procedure. To stop a calibration select CALIBRATE 'OFF' and click on
'APPLY'.
Note that, after a power-up and after an interruption of the optical beam for more than 10 seconds, the
instrument automatically switches to a calibration mode for 240 minutes and 30 minutes respectively.
The automatic calibrations can be stopped at any time by selecting the ‘Send’ screen and sending the file
named ‘calstop.dtx’ to the AQM master processor.
Detector Waveform
When alignment is complete this mode allows the CO & NO detector signals to be checked for waveform
integrity and sampling digitisation position.
Changing the sampling and reference points from the factory settings will result in unstable NO
& CO measurements. Please consult CODEL before adjusting.
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7.4.3.10. Check Cell

This mode enables the analyser response to a check cell to be monitored, logged and graphed. Select :
-

-

address of head
ambient temperature setting
enable logging - yes/no
if yes click on the box and select the file number required (the green 'Found' indicator
shows if an existing file has been selected)
if no select 'append' or 'overwrite'
auto graph - if logging is enabled auto graph will display the output data for CO, NO and
visibility in real time

Operation
Clicking on the start button causes output data from both channels to be accessed by the computer every 10
seconds and displayed logged and/or graphed enabling the response to the check cell to be easily evaluated.
Changing the NO or CO values from the factory settings using ‘recal’ could result in incorrect
NO & CO measurements. Please consult CODEL before adjusting.
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Appendix 1: MODBUS Communication & RS485 Connection

The MODBUS protocol output of the Tunnel Tech (TT) 200 Series AQM is taken via the 4-way plug. RS485
connection is also available and the following wiring schematic and photograph illustrate the connections for this
feature.
All instruments will be supplied with a 4-way black plastic plug. Connections in the plug are as follows:

must be linked to terminal 2. If no
Note that in the plug, terminal 1 must be linked to terminal 3 and terminal
comms. are present first check the address switch setting and if this does not cure the problem swap the polarity
of TRx lines + and -.

Optional Extra
Diagnostic & Commissioning tool
Illustrated is the serial USB-RS485 interface
(complete with pc software drivers & cable)
supplied by CODEL for temporary connection
to the AQM during commissioning and
diagnostic communications.
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Standard MODBUS Communication with CODEL MODBUS TT AQM
Summary

Using standard MODBUS protocol function 03 allows a host to obtain the contents of one or more holding
registers in the CODEL MODBUS TT Air Quality Monitor (AQM). The request frame from the host (typically a
DCS or SCADA) defines the relative address of the first holding register followed by the total number of
consecutive registers to be read.
The response frame from the CODEL TT AQM lists the contents of the requested registers, returning 2 bytes
per register with the most significant byte first. A maximum of 125 registers can be accessed per request. The
formats of the request and response frames are detailed below, where ‘X’ and ‘n’ are hexadecimal variables. An
example of a MODBUS register map is shown below.
Host Request Frame
01
03
XX

Address
Function code
Address of starting register
XX

00
XX
XX

Number of consecutive
registers to be read
CRC

XX
Slave Response (from CODEL MODBUS TT AQM)
01
03
XX
XX

Address
Function code
Byte count
Date from starting register

XX
…to… …to…
XX
Date from nth register
XX
XX
CRC
XX
Standard baud rate
4800
Bits per byte

-

1 start bit
8 data bits (least significant sent first)
1 stop bit
no parity

The MODBUS output from the TT AQM is at 4800 baud format: 1 start bit, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit.
The MODBUS output from the TT AQM will be connected via RS485.
The TT AQM comms is Standard Modbus protocol with RTU framing and only function code 03 is supported.
The TT AQM will be a MODBUS slave device.
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Note that this is Standard Modbus protocol NOT Modbus Plus protocol. Reference: AEG Modicon Modbus
Protocol Reference Guide PI-MBUS-300 Rev.D.
Modbus
register
location

0070h

NO ppm data 0001h = 1ppm, 001Eh = 30ppm

0071h

CO ppm data 0001h = 1ppm, 0190h = 400ppm

0072h

Opacity data 0001h = 0.01%, 0064h = 1.00%

0073h

MOR data 0001h = 1m, 03E8h = 1000m

0074h

Vis dim coeff data 0001h = 0.0001m-1, 00AAh = 0.0170m-1

0075h

Optical transmission data 0001h = 0.01%, 0064h = 1.00%

0076h

NO/CO detector validation data 0000h = valid,>0000h = invalid
xx01h CO D1 value too large
xx02h CO D2 value too large
xx04h CO D1 value too small
xx08h CO D2 value too small
xx10h CO D1 or D2 in saturation
01xxh NO D1 value too large
02xxh NO D2 value too large
04xxh NO D1 value too small
08xxh NO D2 value too small
10xxh NO D1 or D2 in saturation

0077h

Vis emitter low/calibration data 0000h = valid, >0000h = invalid
xx01h Tunnel wash calibration (takes 30 minutes)
xx02h Power-up calibration (takes 4 hours)
01xxh Vis emitter too low

0078h

CO detector validation/calibration data 0000h = valid, >0000h = invalid
Joint version of 0076 & 0077 (CO flags in high byte)

007Eh

Head type identifier xx01h = AQM

1) Each register is defined to be 2 bytes wide.
2) 30ppm will be represented by binary 0000000 00011110 = 001Eh (hexadecimal).
3) CRC 16 is implemented.
4) Each AQM will have address switch SW1 set as required for the MODBUS address.
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Data Register Locations at CODEL Tunnel Tech 200 Series AQM for Interrogation using Standard MODBUS
Register Format

Customer Specific Details

Location

Details

Data

Units

Typical Range

Value

0070

NOppm

XXXX

1ppm

0-30ppm

XXXX

0071

COppm

XXXX

1ppm

0-300ppm

XXXX

0072

Opacity

XXXX

0.01%

0-100%

XXXX

0073

MOR

XXXX

1m

0-9999m

XXXX

0074

Visibility dimming coefficient

XXXX

0.0001m-1

0-0.015m-1

XXXX
XXXX

0075

Visibility transmissivity

XXXX

0.01%

0-100.00%

0076

CO/NO detector validation

XXXX

Logic

0000=valid, det. error if >0000

XXXX

0077

Visibility detector validation/Cal in progress

XXXX

Logic

0000=valid, 01XX det. er, XX01 Cal

XXXX

0078

CO detector validation/Cal in progress

XXXX

Logic

0000=valid, 01XX det. er, XX01 Cal

XXXX

0079

Not used

XXXX

-

-

XXXX

007A

Not used

XXXX

-

-

XXXX

007B

Not used

XXXX

-

-

XXXX

007C

Not used

XXXX

-

-

XXXX

007D

Not used

XXXX

-

-

XXXX

007E

Head identifier

XX01

Integer

Constant

XX01
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Appendix 2 – Optional Tunnel Display Unit (TDU)
Description

The TDU is a remote display unit to indicate the NO, CO & visibility measurement from the Tunnel Tech 200
Series AQM and the air flow velocity from the Tunnel Tech 300 Series AFM. The TDU reads the data serially
from the AQM & AFM using the 2-wire communication bus RS485 connection.

Specification
-

Construction

: corrosion resistant epoxy coated aluminium housings sealed to IP66.

-

Electro-magnetic
Immunity

: shielded to comply with 73/23/EEC - low voltage and
89/336/EEC-EMC

-

Ambient temperature

: -20oC to +50oC

-

Power Requirement

: 12V or 24V DC, 6VA from Power Supply Unit.

-

Dimensions

: 160mm x 160mm x 90mm

-

Weight

: 2kg

-

Communications

: RS485 connection with up to 8 x Tunnel Tech AQM/AFM.

The TDU mounting-hole arrangement is shown in the illustration below.
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Keypad Operation

The TDU has two display modes; these are selected by pressing the ‘Mode’ key as shown in the illustration
below.

The display modes are:
-

Measurement Data Mode

This display mode indicates
-

opacity
extinction
visibility (MOR)
visibility (dimming coefficient)
NO & CO ppm levels

…. measured by the AQMs, or
-

air flow in m/sec

…. measured by the AFMs.
The sensor communication address range is limited by the number of sensors set up in the TDU set-up mode.
The TDU will automatically determine whether the sensor data displayed is from an AQM or an AFM and will
switch accordingly.
-

Display Operation – AQM
Sensor communications address number of
AQM connected on TDU serial comms. bus
1

OPACITY = 008.6%

NO = 030
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From the above display, pressing ‘Enter’ on the keypad will cause the communications address number to flash.
1

OPACITY = 008.6%

NO = 030

CO = 300 ppm

Pressing the ‘Enter’ key again will cause the first letter of the top line to flash.

1

OPACITY = 008.6%

NO = 030

CO = 300 ppm

From here, use the  and  arrows to display opacity/visibility data in different units. In the example above,
obscuration is shown in opacity%; press the  arrow and the display will show the extinction coefficient as
illustrated below.
1

EXTINCTION = 0.0900

NO = 030

CO = 300 ppm

Press the  arrow again and the display will illustrate visibility as a Meteorological Optical Range (MOR) value in
metres, while a further press of the  arrow will change the units to show visibility as diminishing coefficient (m-1)
as illustrated below.

1

VIS

NO = 030

1

VIS

NO = 030

= 0200m
CO = 300 ppm

= 0.0150m-1
CO = 300 ppm

When the required opacity/visibility measurement display is found, press ‘Enter’ once more and the first line
character will stop flashing.
Note that throughout the above sequence, the units for NO and CO remain constant (ppm).
From the above display, pressing ‘Enter’ on the keypad will again cause the communications address number to
flash.

1

OPACITY = 008.6%

NO = 030

CO = 300 ppm

From here, the  and  arrows will change the sensor address number and data will be displayed accordingly.
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Data from AQM sensor with comms. address number 2

2

OPACITY = 004.2%

NO = 00

CO = 008 ppm

The sensor communications address range is set in the set-up mode. Note that if the TDU detects an AFM then
its measurement data will be displayed here – see below.
-

Display Operation – AFM
Sensor communications address number of AFM.

3

AIR FLOW
= + 05.2

m/sec

The values displayed for air flow are in metres per second. Negative values indicate air flow in the direction
opposite to the arrow on the AFM.
From the above display, pressing ‘Enter’ on the keypad will cause the communications address number to flash.

3

AIR FLOW
= + 05.2

m/sec

From here, the  and  arrows will change the sensor address number and data will be displayed accordingly.
Note that if the TDU detects an AFM then its measurement data will be displayed here.
The AQM/AFM display order will be fixed by the addresses that are set on the address switches within the
AQM/AFM units, e.g.:
-
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-

Equipment Status Display Indications

When good communications occur between the TDU/AQM/AFM the GREEN data valid LED on the front of the
TDU will be ON; the RED alarm LED will be OFF.
-

AQM Calibration – if an AQM is interrogated while in
calibration mode, the following message will appear.
1

CALIBRATION
IN PROGRESS

This message is not applicable to AFMs and the indicator LEDs are unaffected.
-

TDU/AQM/AFM Communications Fault – if the TDU has lost communications with an
AQM/AFM, the following message will appear.

1

FAULT REPORT
OFF LINE

Both the GREEN data valid LED and the RED alarm LED will be ON.
-

TDU Communications Fault – if the TDU has lost communications with all the AQMs
& AFMs, the following message will appear for all sensor address.
1

FAULT REPORT
OFF LINE

The GREEN data valid LED will be OFF and the RED alarm LED will be ON.
-

Parameter Set-Up Mode

Pressing the ‘Mode’ key will enter the Set-Up Mode.

SET-UP MODE
Security # 0000

Use the  and  arrows and the ‘Enter’ key to input the security code (factory default until changed is ‘0000’).
Upon successfully entering a valid security code, the operator has 5 seconds in which to commence.
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Press the ‘Enter’ key.

PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS
Security

Press ‘Enter’ and set your own 4-digit security code or use the  and  arrows.

PARAMETERS
No. Sensors

Press ‘Enter’ and set the total number of AQMs and AFMs connected to the TDU (minimum 1, maximum 8,
typically 2); this is required for the alarm indicators to work correctly.
PARAMETERS
EXIT

From here, press the ‘Mode’ key to return to the measurement data display mode.
Summary of Indicator LED and Relay Status
Condition

Green LED Data Valid

Red LED Alarm

All comms. OK

ON

OFF

AQM or AFM off-line

ON

ON

All AQMs & AFMs off-line

OFF

ON

Electrical Schematic Diagram
The following illustration depicts a typical electrical schematic diagram for the Tunnel Tech TDU with AQM, AFM
& PSU.
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For use with the Codel CDC with RS485, the TDU needs to have power/comms. PCB 802.874 fitted.
In the TDU terminals A & B are used for the RS485 connection to the Tunnel Tech AQM & AFM and terminals
A2 & B2 are used for the RS485 connection to the RS485 port in the CDC. See the illustration below.
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Each TDU connected in the CDC is identified by the address switch SW1 located in the TDU box lid. The
addresses have to be set in ascending sequential order, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 etc.
The CDC can be fitted with up to 16 current O/Ps and 16 relay O/Ps (long-bodied version) or 4 current O/Ps and
8 relay O/Ps (short-bodied version) at extra cost.
Communication via a pc RS232 port using WinCom+ software allows remote diagnostic interrogation. Optional
RS485 MODBUS output is also available. Note, however, that RS485 is limited to 304m (1200ft) and a
maximum of 15 TDUs per CDC. RS485 repeaters will be required for equipment layouts greater than 304m
(1200ft).

Appendix 3 – Optional Heated Mirrors arrangement & connection
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The mounting arrangement for the heated mirror assembly is shown below.

The heated mirror assembly is wired directly into the 12V or 24V DC power supply as illustrated below.
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Appendix 4 – Tunnel Calibration Procedure
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1. Set Up & Procedure
1.1.

Unscrew the cap from the top of the check cell holder.

1.2.

Place rubber washer on the check cell (991.562A), and fit against the base as shown
below.

1.3.

Place the check cell in the check cell holder shown below, and screw tightly in to place.
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1.4.

Connect the gas inlet tube to the large inlet, and connect tube to desired gas, along with a
flow restrictor. Set gas regulator pressure to 1.5 bar.

1.5.

Connect tubing of a least 4 metres to the gas outlet.

1.6.

Gas Procedure: (See section 3 for further detail)
- Insert cell in the check cell holder
- Purge the flow-through check cell with N2, allow approx. 5 minutes for readings to
stabilise
- Perform a zero cal using the Tunnel Craft 3 software
- Turn on the span gas supply. Allow readings to stabilise, log readings.
- Purge the cell with N2
- Remove flow through cell
- Perform a zero cal using Tunnel Craft 3 software

1.7.

Remove check cell from holder.
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1.8.

2.

Replace cap on the check cell holder.

Tunnel Tech Software for Check Cell Measurement
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Communication to a monitor station is accomplished using a laptop computer connected via the
RS485 port. This software enables all system data and controls to be accessed from the laptop. It has
the ability to log data, graph data, assemble data files and graph data to the computer screen.
2.1.

Tunnel Tech Start-Up

To start up the system, connect the computers' RS485 port to the interface using the connection lead
provided. Any one of COM ports 1, 2, 3 or 4 on the computer may be used. Switch on the computer
and double-click on the ‘Tunnel Tech icon in the Windows® desktop.
A screen depicted below, is displayed. This screen contains a number of features that are
fundamental to the software operation and are repeated in many other display screens.
2.2.

General Screen Characteristics

2.2.1. Screen Layout
The screen is split in to two main windows. The left-hand window is the data access window and
contains all the controls necessary for accessing data from any processor in the system. The righthand window is the data file window used for displaying, graphing and printing data received from the
system.

sensor
selector

data file
selector

address
selection

comms.
valid
indicator
read data
control

data
window

report generator
data access window
auto read start/stop control

2.2.2. Communication Port Selection
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At the top centre of the screen is an indicator and selector that enables the correct computer
communication port to be selected. The correct comms port selection is signified by a green indicator;
a red indicator signifies incorrect selection.
comms.
port
selection
source
selection

2.2.3. Sensor Selection
Data can be accessed from any AQM. The sensor type can be selected by clicking on the Sensor
window from which will appear a drop-down menu, enabling selection of CO/NO/Vis or Flow to be
made.
2.2.3.1.
Having determined the sensor type to be accessed, it is necessary to select the correct address code
(default 1) for the device in the address window at the top of the screen.
2.2.3.2.

Source Selection

Select ‘Direct’ for RS485 communication.

2.2.3.3.

Data Access Controls
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Data File Selection
The yellow window immediately below the sensor selection window enables the type of data file
required to be selected. The pull-down list of data files varies according to the device being
communicated with.

Data File Capture
Data files can be accessed in two ways; a single data file read and capture or an automatic repetitive
read with a selectable refresh rate with the option of data logging.
Single Read of Data File
Simply clicking on the ‘Read’ button will access the required data file. The ‘Valid Comms’ indicator will
turn green if the data transmission is successful. A red indicator means that data transmission
corruption has occurred and the ‘Read’ button should be clicked again to repeat the process. If
‘Enable Capture’ is selected, that file will be stored in the file identified by the window labelled ‘Single’
in a directory labelled ‘Dtx’. The directory may be opened by clicking on the file icon at the right-hand
side of the file name window and alternative files created or selected.
Clicking on the ‘Read’ button will access the required data and store it to the file named.
Auto Read
First select the ‘Update Rate’ in seconds by clicking on the up/down arrows. Clicking on the ‘Start’
button will produce an automatic repetitive refresh of the data required at the update rate selected.
Selecting the ‘Enable Logging’ function will cause that data to be stored in the file identified below the
‘Enable Logging’ switch.
The file number can be changed by using the up/down buttons. When the ‘Found’ indicator shows
green the selected file already contains data. That file can then be either appended to or over written
by the new data by selecting the appropriate function. A blank ‘Found’ indicator signifies selection of a
new unused file.

3. Flow Through Procedures
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3.1.

Procedure for gas Sensors (CO/NO, CO, NO)
Note: This procedure is applicable to CO/NO, CO, and NO, and is used for these
gases.

3.1.1. Use a PC to interrogate each analyser in “ppm"
3.1.2. Purge the flow-through check cell with N2/Clean air.
3.1.3. Zero calibrate the analyser.
3.1.4. Note the measured value at the following locations(where appropriate):
a) PC display
b) 4-20mA analogue output
3.1.5. Purge the flow-through check cell with applicable span gas.
3.1.6. Allow at least 5 minutes plus the rolling average period for the measurement to settle.
3.1.7. At the end of this period, note the measured value at the following locations (where
appropriate) :
a) PC display
b) 4-20mA analogue output
3.1.8. Purge the flow-through check cell with N2/Clean air.
3.1.9. Repeat steps 2-9 for each analyser.

3.2.

Procedure for Vis Sensors

3.2.1. Use a PC to interrogate each analyser in "% opacity"
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3.2.2. Zero calibrate the analyser.

3.2.3. Place the “slot on” test filter in the optical beam of each analyser via end of the sight tube.
With the calibration label to the top.

Vis Low Check Filter (2%) (991.528)
Vis High Check Filter (6%) (991.527)
3.2.4. Introducing a test filter can create a major disturbance. Allow at least 5 minutes plus the
rolling average period for the measurement to settle.
3.2.5. At the end of this period, note the measured value at the following locations (where
appropriate) :
a) PC display
b) 4-20mA analogue output

3.3.

Procedure for Flow Sensors

3.3.1. Use a PC to interrogate each analyser in “m/s"
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3.3.2. Zero calibrate the AFM as per CODEL procedure.

3.3.3. Note the measured value at the following locations(where appropriate):
a. PC display
b. 4-20mA analogue output
3.3.4. Measure the air flow (generated by fan) using an anemometer.
3.3.5. Allow at least 2 minutes plus the rolling average period for the measurement to settle.
3.3.6. At the end of this period, note the measured value at the following locations (where
appropriate) :
c. PC display
d. 4-20mA analogue output
3.3.7. Cover the detector.
3.3.8. Observe the Data Valid contact changing over.
3.3.9. Remove the cover.
3.3.10. Confirm the Data Valid contact changes back.
3.3.11. Repeat steps 2-11 for each analyser.

3.4.

Procedures for Tunnel Craft 3 Road Tunnel Gas Analysers

For the factory acceptance tests, the gas measuring heads are mounted on a fixed test bed in the
CODEL factory.
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Each set of heads is fitted with a check cell/filter holder which can accept an audit cell. For multipurpose use, the audit cells/filters are always defined in units of ppm.m (parts per million x metres)
which is an expression of the effect of the cell/filter when the analyser is measuring across a 1metre
path.
In order to calculate the relative effect of each cell in ppm for the actual path length which will be
measured, it is necessary to divide the cell/filter value in ppm.m by the gas path length in m (metres)
which is entered in the analyser. This path length must be that which will be measured when the
analyser is in service. It is not necessarily the path length across the test rig.
Procedure
3.4.1. Use a PC to interrogate each analyser in "ppm".
3.4.2. Zero calibrate the analyser.
3.4.3. Calculate the equivalent check cell value over the instruments operational pathlength.
Enter the results on the "Pass / Fail Criteria" form. If more than one check cell point is to be
used enter the results as above.
3.4.4. Place the test cell/filter in the optical beam of each analyser via the check cell holder.
3.4.5. Introducing a test cell/filter can create a major disturbance. Allow at least 5 minutes plus
the rolling average period for the measurement to settle.
3.4.6. At the end of this period, note the measured value at the following locations (where
appropriate) .
a) PC display
b) 4-20mA analogue output
3.4.7. Enter the results on the "Transmission Checks" form.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 4.1 – Flow Through Check Cell Kit (991.334A)
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Appendix 4.2 – Target Concentrations

CO
Bottle
Concentration
PPM
%

Target Concentration
PPM
300

90000

9.00

250

75000

7.50

200

60000

6.00

150

45000

4.50

100

30000

3.00

50

15000

1.50

NO
Target Concentration
PPM
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Bottle
Concentration
PPM
%

30

9000

0.90

25

7500

0.75

20

6000

0.60

15

4500

0.45

10

3000

0.30

5

1500

0.15
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